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Abstract. We show that the vibrations of a chain of trapped ions offer an
interesting route to explore the physics of disordered quantum systems. By
preparing the internal state of the ions in a quantum superposition, we show
how the local vibrational energy becomes a stochastic variable, its statistical
properties inherited from the underlying quantum parallelism of the internal
state. We describe a minimally perturbing measurement of the resonance
fluorescence, which allows us to study effects such as Anderson localization
without the need for ground-state cooling or individual addressing and thus paves
the way for high-temperature ion experiments.
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Disorder in quantum systems leads to a variety of fascinating phenomena. In particular,
the disorder-induced localization of particles has been the focus of intense theoretical and
experimental research since its discovery by P W Anderson [1]. Experiments have been
performed in a variety of setups involving electronic transport [2], propagation of light [3]
or sound waves [4] and disordered Bose–Einstein condensates [5, 6]. So far, any experiment
has limitations in the degree of control of particle interactions or the statistical properties of
disorder. Realizations of the most challenging situations therefore remain elusive, for example
Anderson localization in the presence of correlated disorder or controlled interactions. In this
paper, we show that the vibrations of an ion crystal can be used to study the physics of Anderson
localization. The ability to control the interactions and measure the state of trapped ions [7]
makes this setup an ideal quantum simulator of many-body systems (see e.g. [8]–[11]), as
recently shown in experiments [12, 13]. Our proposal relies on a description of the radial
vibrations of an ion chain in terms of weakly coupled harmonic oscillators [9]. These vibrations
are coupled by means of lasers to the internal states of the ions, represented by a set of two-
level systems, or effective spins. We employ a state-dependent Stark-shift that shifts the local
ion trapping potential to couple spins and phonons. This composite system can be described
effectively as two different species interacting in a chain. Since the spin species is the slowest,
it behaves like a frozen background for phonons and makes the local phonon energy a true
stochastic variable whose statistical properties are determined by the spin quantum state.

In particular, we show the following. (i) By preparing the ion internal state in a quantum
superposition corresponding to a separable state, disorder leads to the localization of phonons.
This effect can be directly measured by studying the propagation of phonons along the chain.
(ii) Fundamental properties, such as the phonon localization length, may be detected even
at high temperatures, and without the need to resolve individual ions. This is achieved by
measuring the resonance fluorescence. (iii) Our proposal can be extended to implement a variety
of interesting situations, such as binary-correlated disorder, or localization in the presence of
anharmonicities.

1. The general scheme

We consider a chain of N ions with mass m and charge e trapped by harmonic potentials.
The ions are coupled by the Coulomb interaction, and thus their displacements around the
equilibrium positions are described by collective vibrational modes. In particular, we focus on
the vibrations in the radial—transverse to the chain—direction. Each ion also has two internal
levels (|0〉, |1〉) with energy difference ω0. Thus, the system Hamiltonian is (we set h̄ = 1)

H0 = ω0

N∑
j=1

σ z
j +

N∑
n=1

�na†
nan, �2

n = ω2
t (1 + βVn) , (1)

where σ z
j = |0 j〉〈0 j | − |1 j〉〈1 j |, a†

n (an) create (annihilate) radial phonons in the vibrational
mode n, and �n are the radial-mode energies determined by the trapping frequency ωt

and the harmonic correction Vn. The latter is obtained from the diagonalization of V jk =

| j − k|
−3(1 − δ jk) −

∑
l 6= j | j − l|−3δ jk , such that Vn =

∑
jkM jnV jkMkn, where M jn are the

phonon wavefunctions. Finally, the ratio of the Coulomb repulsion to the trapping energy
β = e2/mω2

t a3 fulfills β � 1, such that the ions correspond to weakly coupled oscillators [9].
We work under the simplification of equally spaced ions, although our results can be easily
extended to inhomogeneous chains.
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Table 1. Spin, phonon and spin–phonon coupling strengths.

ω j = ωt −
∑

l 6= j
t

| j−l|3 ω j ∼ ωt ωt ∼ 104 kHz

t jk =
t

| j−k|3
t = βωt t ∼ 102 kHz

U j = U U = −
F2

δ
U ∼ 10 kHz

J jk =
J

| j−k|3
J =

F2

δ2 βωt J ∼ 1 kHz

We use a laser in the radial direction with frequency ωL and wavevector kL, which is nearly
resonant to a narrow transition between the internal states. Thus, the vibrational sidebands can
be resolved, and the laser couples spins and phonons through the spatial dependence of the
dipole coupling HL =

�L
2 σ +

j eikLx j −iωLt + h.c., where σ +
j = |1 j〉〈0 j |. In the limit β � 1, ωL can

be tuned near resonance with all the modes by choosing ωL − ω0 = −�n + δn, and detunings
δn � �n. Expressing the radial coordinate as x j =

∑
nM jn(an + a†

n)/
√

2 m�n, the coupling can
be approximated by a multimode red-sideband Hamiltonian. Here, one considers �L � �n and
ηn = kL/

√
2m�n � 1, where the carrier and remaining sidebands can be neglected, and the

Hamiltonian in the interaction picture with respect to H0 reads

Hint(t) =

∑
jn

F jnσ
+
j ane−iδn t + H.c., F jn =

i�L

2
ηnM jn. (2)

Under the condition |F jn| � δn, we obtain an effective Hamiltonian from the corrections to
second order in |F jn|/δn,

Heff = H0 +
∑
jkn

λ jknσ
+
j σ

−

k +
∑
jnm

κ jnmσ z
j a†

nam, (3)

where λ jkn = 2F jn F∗

kn/δn is an effective coupling mediated by the vibrational modes, and
κ jnm = −F jn F∗

jm(δn + δm)/2δnδm stands for the spin–phonon coupling. Equation (3) can be
recast in terms of local modes, a j =

1
2

∑
nM jn(1

+
nan + 1−

n a†
n), with 1±

n = ( ωt
�n

)1/2
± (�n

ωt
)1/2. In

the limit β � 1, the Hamiltonian can be split into three different terms: Heff = Hp + Hs + Hs−p,

Hp =
∑

j ω ja
†
j a j +

∑
jk t jka†

j ak,

Hs =
∑

j ω0σ
z
j +

∑
jk J jkσ

+
j σ

−

k , Hs−p = U
∑

j σ z
j a†

j a j .
(4)

The last expression has a clear physical meaning: Hp is an effective tight-binding Hamiltonian
describing the harmonic coupling between ions in terms of phonon hopping; Hs stands for
a dipolar XY -model of spins subjected to a longitudinal field; and Hs−p is spin–phonon
coupling induced by a state-dependent Stark-shift of the local ion energy [14]. For non-resolved
sidebands, this term would correspond to a spin-dependent light force that does not involve
the phonon modes [15]. Typical values for the coupling constants in equation (4) depend on
F = �LηL/2, ηL = kL/

√
2mωt and δ = ωL − ω0 + ωt (see table 1).

The Hamiltonian in equation (4) corresponds to a chain with two species (phonons
and spins), coupled by a density–density interaction. By choosing ωt ∼ 10 MHz, δ ∼ 1 MHz,
β ∼ 0.05 and F ∼ 0.1δ, we obtain the hierarchy of coupling strengths t ∼ 100 kHz � U ∼

10 kHz � J ∼ 1 kHz. Accordingly, the spin dynamics are much slower than the typical phonon
time scales, such that spins may serve as an auxiliary system to induce a disordered background
for phonons. Note that the separation in time scales is a consequence of the fact that we consider
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the limit (F/δ)2
� 1. In this limit, induced effective spin–spin interactions are suppressed with

respect to the phonon couplings, J = (F/δ)2t . A similar situation has also been studied for atom
mixtures in optical lattices [16], whereas the effect of randomness on quantum networks was
addressed in [17].

2. Controlled disorder

We consider the initial state ρ(0) = ρ0
s ⊗ ρ0

p , where ρ0
s = |9s〉〈9s| is an arbitrary pure

state with |9s〉 =
∑

{s} c{s}|{s}〉. The set {s} = {s1, . . . , sN }, with s j ∈ {0, 1}, defines a given
spin configuration, and c{s} ∈ C are the corresponding probability amplitudes. Due to the
quenching of the spin dynamics, the phonon evolution can be approximated by ρp(t) =∑

{s} |c{s}|
2 e−iH {s}

eff tρ0
p eiH {s}

eff t , where

H {s}
eff = Hp + H {s}

s−p =

∑
jk

t jka†
j ak +

∑
j

ε j({s})a†
j a j , (5)

and ε j({s}) = ω j + U (1 + 2sj) is an on-site energy with two possible values ε j = ω j ± U . Due
to the underlying quantum parallelism, the system explores simultaneously all realizations of
the on-site energy with probabilities p(ε j({s})) = |c{s}|

2. We stress that the binary randomness
inherited from the frozen-spin background can be engineered at will by preparing different
internal states |9s〉. In principle, arbitrary quantum states can be prepared by trapped-ion
quantum logic [19]. Therefore, we obtain a versatile phonon model with diagonal disorder,
formally equivalent to the so-called random binary alloy (RBA) [18], but in stark contrast,
we can externally control the disorder (see figure 1(a)). Note that the long-range hopping in
equation (4) does not change qualitatively the phase diagram of the model.

3. Anderson localization in the random binary alloy (RBA) model

In the absence of disorder, phonon wavefunctions are extended over the whole ion chain.
Conversely, impurities lead to interference phenomena of back-scattered waves that might
localize the phonon wavefunctions. This effect, known as Anderson localization, occurs for
any amount of disorder in one-dimensional (1D) systems [20]. In contrast to impurities that
may consist of ions with a different mass [15], we consider here the spin ensemble as a source
of disorder. As an illustrative example, we focus on the RBA model with uncorrelated disorder,
and choose a separable initial spin state ρ0

s = ⊗ j |+ j〉〈+ j |, with |+ j〉 =
(
|0 j〉 + |1 j〉

)
/
√

2. The
latter can be prepared by means of a laser or microwave field addressed to the internal transition
of each ion [7]. Note that such a state leads to a flat probability distribution of the local phonon
energies in equation (5), which is characterized by p(ε j({s})) = 1/2N . In order to observe
localization of phonons, we can study either the dynamics of single phonon excitations or the
spectral properties of a thermal distribution of phonons. Below, we describe these two possible
routes.

3.1. Direct measurement of localization

The experimental techniques required for creating and measuring the quantum state of motion
have been demonstrated with single ions [21]. In this case, we also need cooling close to
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t

+U

–U

t

–U

+U

a) Random Binary Alloy (RBA)

b) Random Dimer Model (RDM)

Figure 1. Disordered ion chain as a virtual two-leg ladder composed of a frozen-
spin ensemble locally coupled to a system of hopping phonons. (a) Uncorrelated
RBA. (b) Correlated random dimer model (RDM).

the vibrational ground state and individual addressing of ions. To create a single phonon in
an ion on the chain, we assume an experimental procedure that is faster than the time scale
for phonon tunneling, 1/t . This is in principle feasible, since sidebands can be resolved on
time scales longer than 1/ωt. Considering a time scale tp for the pulse sequence required
for creating a single phonon, and typical values ωt = 10 MHz and t = 100 kHz, the required
condition 1/ωt � tp � 1/t may be fulfilled. Note that this is in agreement with the time
scales shown in [21]. The experiment should proceed as follows. (i) Laser cooling close to
the ground state, where the required mean phonon number n̄ � 1 may be achieved by sideband
cooling without individual resolution of the vibrational modes. (ii) Initialization, where a single
phonon localized at a given site l is created by a red-sideband coupling (single-ion version
of equation (2)) that drives the transition |1l〉 ⊗ |vac〉p → |0l〉 ⊗ a†

l |vac〉p, where |vac〉p is the
phonon vacuum. Afterwards, internal states should be prepared in the coherent superposition
|+ j〉. (iii) Switch on the disorder on-site phonon energies in equation (5), and wait for single-
phonon propagation along the chain until a given final time tf. (iv) Infer the phonon number by
measuring the excitation probability of internal states. In the absence of disorder, the long-time
dynamics at tf � max{1/�n} correspond to a quantum random walk where the phonon diffuses
over the entire chain. Conversely, disorder yields a drastically different behavior as shown in the
numerical results of figure 2, where phonons are confined within a localization length ξl ≈ 10
sites.
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Figure 2. Mean phonon number 〈n j(tf)〉 at tf = 103/βωt, for a disordered chain,
U = 3t/4, with N = 50 ions. A localized phonon at the center of the chain
does not spread completely, but remains localized within the length scale ξl.
Inset: exponential tail of the distribution that gives us the localization length,
ξl = A−1

≈ 10 � N .

3.2. Spectral measurement of localization

In the following, we show how to measure phonon spectral properties. Our scheme perturbs the
spins minimally, such that we remain in the quenched disorder limit implicit in equation (5).
For this purpose, we propose to measure the fluorescence from a cycling transition, and show
how to get the phonon localization length out of it, without either cooling to the ground state or
individual addressing. To describe the measurement scheme, we extend the theory of resonance
fluorescence from a single atom [23] to an ion chain. A laser with wavevector kc in the radial
direction drives a cycling transition between levels |1 j〉 and |a j〉, with detuning 1 and Rabi
frequency �c. Photons with momentum −kc are detected (see figure 3(a)). We consider the
limit 0 � 1 � �c/2, where 0 is the natural linewidth of the cycling transition. In this limit,
the excited level |a j〉 can be adiabatically eliminated and we obtain the following coupling
between the ions and the fluorescence photons:

Hcyc(t) =

∑
j,q≈kc

gqO j c
†
q ei(ωq−ωL)t + H.c.,

O j = i
�c

0
ei2kLx j |1 j〉〈1 j | (6)

= i
�c

0
(1 + 2iηc(a j + a†

j ))|1 j〉〈1 j | + O(η2
c),

where c†
q (cq) create (annihilate) photons with momentum q, gq is the dipole coupling of the

cycling transition and ηc = kc/
√

2 mωt. Equation (6) describes photon emission weighted by
�c/0, the probability amplitude for occupation of |a j〉. The fluorescence spectrum is given
by S(ω) = limT →∞

1
2πT

∫ T
0 dt

∫ T
0 dτ

∑
jl〈O†

j (t)Ol(t + τ)〉ei(ω−ωL)τ , (see for example [24]). Near
ω = ωL ± ωt the fluorescence is given by the sum of contributions from different vibrational
modes.

To be specific, we compute the resonance fluorescence spectrum from a phonon distribution
at fine temperature T after the Doppler cooling. In this limit, collective vibrational modes are not
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resolved, and thus the phonon density matrix describes a set of individual harmonic oscillators,
ρp = Z−1exp(−ωt

T

∑
j a†

j a j). The fluorescence spectrum is then

S±(ω) = S±

0

∑
{s}

|c{s}|
2
∑

jln

s j slM
{s}
jnM

{s}
ln δ(ω − ωL ± �{s}

n ), (7)

where S+
0 = S0n̄, S−

0 := S0(n̄ + 1). Until now, we have neglected the broadening of the spectral
delta functions by the heating rates. This effect is discussed below.

Let us show how equation (7) allows us to determine the phonon localization length.
We focus on the center-of-mass (COM) mode (n = 0), which has the highest energy. In the
absence of disorder, the fluorescence COM peak intensity fulfills

∑
{s} |c{s}|

2
∑

jl s j slM j0Ml0 =

1
4(N + 1), because M j0 = 1/

√
N . Therefore, the peak at the COM frequency scales linearly

with the number of ions, S−(ω) ∝ Nδ(ω − ωL − �com). Conversely, for any amount of disorder,
wavefunctions become exponentially localized [20]. Since the wavefunction of phonons close to
the COM frequency now has a spatial extent of the order of the localization length ξl , we expect
the COM fluorescence peak to saturate to S−(ω) ∝ ξlδ(ω − ωL − �com) when N � ξl . Thus, by
studying the scaling of the COM peak with the number of ions in the chain, the saturation of the
intensity will reveal the Anderson localization length. We illustrate our method with a numerical
calculation in figures 3(b) and (c), where the blue sideband fluorescence is represented with and
without disorder. Localization is evident already with a moderate ion number N ≈ 20.

We now discuss a few points on the measurement of resonance fluorescence. Note
that the sideband contributions to the resonance fluorescence spectrum have a linewidth of
the order of the cooling/heating rates, 0h/c, as shown, for example, in [23]. The sideband
spectrum can be obtained with a heterodyne detection scheme, as discussed in [22]. During the
measurement, radial motion of the ion chain may be heated or cooled with a rate of the order
of 0h/c = η2

L�
2
c/0. In a typical cycling transition, we find that 0 � ωx . By choosing 1 = ωx ,

the experiment is in the Doppler cooling regime, such that in the steady state the mean phonon
number has typical values n̄ = 10 [7]. Thus, the resonance fluorescence can be measured with
a steady phonon number within the Lamb–Dicke regime. In addition to that, Doppler cooling
leads to the broadening of vibrational sidebands in equation (7). However, this effect does not
spoil the measurement as long as 0h/c is of the order of the separation between vibrational
modes, in which case broadening will not significantly affect the scaling of photoluminescence.
Finally, note that decoherence of the internal states is allowed in our proposed experiment,
since quantum coherence is not required for the effective spins to induce a disordered potential
in equation (5).

4. Localization–delocalization transition

The localization paradigm is altered by the presence of strong interactions or correlated disorder,
which lead to a variety of phases where a localization–delocalization transition holds. In the
following, we show how to use our scheme to realize those situations.

4.1. Correlated disorder

In addition to the uncorrelated disorder discussed above, entanglement in |9s〉 leads to
correlated disorder in the phonon Hamiltonian. The simplest situation consists of local
vibrational energies, which take on two possible values, namely ε j = ω j ± U , with the
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Figure 3. (a) Scheme of the cycling transition coupling the ion selectively |1 j〉 to
|a j〉. Selection rules impose the decay back to |1 j〉. (b) Fluorescence S−(ω) (units
of S−

0 ) as a function of ω (units of ωt) for a chain of N = 100 and β = 0.05. The
main figure: the ordered case U = 0. Inset: the disordered regime U/t = 0.25.
(c) Scaling of the fluorescence for β = 0.05. Blue circles: the ordered regime
U = 0, which agrees with S−(�com) ∝

1
4(1 + N ) (red dashed line). Green squares:

disorder U/t = 0.25, where saturation shows phonon localization.

constraint ε j = ε j+1 for j odd (see figure 1(b)). This is known as the RDM [25]. To induce
such correlations, one should use quantum gates to prepare Bell pairs |9s〉 = ⊗ j=odd|8

+
j 〉,

where |8+
j 〉 = (|0 j〉|0 j+1〉 + |1 j〉|1 j+1〉)/

√
2. Interestingly, this model presents a quantum phase

transition between an insulating phase (ν := t/U < 1) and a phase with extended phonon
wavefunctions (ν > 1), the critical point being at νc = 1 for a nearest-neighbor model.
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Additionally, the disorder-averaged local density of states (LDOS) has a different behavior
in the two regimes [26]. Thus, such a phase transition can be detected in the phonon LDOS
ρ j(ω) = 〈

∑
nM

2
jnδ(ω − ωL − �n)〉 by means of the fluorescence spectrum when the laser is

focused on a single ion S−(ω) ∝ ρ j(ω). We emphasize that ion traps not only allow an ideal
realization of the RDM, but also suggest the possibility of engineering a wide range of disorder
correlations that surpass real materials.

4.2. Bose-glass phase

Finally, radial anharmonicities in the trapping potentials can be enhanced by an additional
standing wave [9]. These nonlinearities lead to repulsive (attractive) on-site interactions between
the phonons whenever the ions sit at the maxima (minima) of the standing-wave laser.
Combining these interactions with the effective Hamiltonian in equation (5), one reaches the
disordered strongly correlated model

H {s}
eff =

∑
jk

t jka†
j ak +

∑
j

ε j({s})a†
j a j +

∑
j

U (a†
j )

2a2
j , (8)

where the interaction strength U can be controlled by the laser parameters [9]. Accordingly,
it is possible to study the fate of Anderson localization in the presence of disorder, where
a yet to be observed insulating phase arises: the Bose glass [6, 27]. In contrast to the Mott
insulator that arises due to the suppression of density fluctuations in the strong repulsive regime,
the Bose glass is a gapless and compressible phase, but still an insulator due to disorder
localization. Trapped ions are to be considered as an attractive platform to realize and detect
these different phases. In fact, they are well suited to distingish experimentally between Mott-
insulating and Bose-glass phases. Following [28], it is possible to infer the compressibility via
measurements of the boson distribution under modifications of a confining potential. For trapped
ions, the phonons are harmonically confined to the center of the Coulomb crystal, which can be
modified by tuning the trapping frequency or the ion number [9]. Under these variations, the
phonon distribution can be measured using standard techniques [7] and thus the compressibility
inferred.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a scheme that uses ion crystals to measure phonon localization induced
by disorder. We have shown that measuring the collective resonance fluorescence suffices
to prove Anderson localization, which can be surprisingly observed even at high phonon
temperatures.
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